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LESSON PLAN 

CLASSROOM OBJECTS 

 

 

GENERAL: 

Objective : Saying the different objects in the classroom. 

Time : 60 minutes 

Students’ Level : Kindergarten 

Structure : “What is this?” “Can you see ...?” and “This is a/an .... ” 

Target Vocabulary : Bag, board, clock, table, chair, globe, door, window. 

Learning Media : Flashcards, uncolored picture, objects in class, colored crayon, and 

name tags. 

 

 

LESSON OVERVIEW: 

 

 Warm Up and Maintenace (10 minutes) 

1. Greeting 

2. Pray together 

3. Check the attendance 

4. Do routine exercise activity 

5. Tell what the today’s topic 

 Main Activity (45 minutes) 

1. Introduce the objects in class by pointing the objects directly and showing the flashcards. 

2. Teach structure, “can you see ...?” “what is this?” “this is a/an . ” 

3. Play “find and touch” 

4. Play “show and guess” 



 

 Wrap UP (5 minutes) 

1. Do simple quiz 

2. Set homework : Uncolored picture worksheet 

3. Review today’s topic 

4. Goodbye song 

 

 

LESSON PROCEDURE 

Opening 

Warm Up: 

1. Greeting 

Teacher enters the classroom and greets the students “Good morning students, how are 

you today?” and after that replied by students. 

2. Pray together 

Teacher asks the chairman to lead to pray. Teacher gives the example “Attention please, 

lets pray together.. begin. ... Aamiin.” After that the chairmain can repeat like that to lead 

to pray. 

3. Check the attendance 

Teacher uses the name tags to check the students’ attendance by calling their name one by 

one. Teacher calls the name, after that the student come over to teacher and teacher stick 

the name tag into his/ her shirt. 

4. Do routine exercise activity 

After all the students get the name tag, teacher asks the students to stand up. “Okay 

students, please stand up”. Then, teacher says “Hands up” “Hands dows” “Jump” “sit 

down” and the students follow your lead. 

5. Tell what the today’s topic 

Teacher tells what the topic will be discussed today. “Well students, this morning we are 

going to learn about classroom objects.” And teacher can asks the student to mention what 

the classroom object that they know. “Anyone knows what classroom object are?”



Main Activity 

1. Introduce the objects in class by pointing the objects directly and showing the 

flashcards. 

For the first, teacher points some objects in that class. For example “Okay students, what 

is that?” “yes, that is a clock” and point the other objects also tell what are the objects to 

the students. Or teacher can use the flashcard that have already prepared by showing one 

by one to the students and tell them what are the objects. 

2. Teach structure, “can you see ...?” “what is this?” “this is a/an ...” 

Next activity that is the teacher says “Can you see that?”(pointing a board) and then the 

students respond that by “Yes, maam/sir” after that the teacher will respond by saying 

“What is that/this?” and students give their respond by saying what is the objects “This is 

a chair, this is a globe, that is a door”. By doing this activity there will be an interactive 

class, and students will know the objects in that class. 

3. Play “find and touch” 

Find and touch means that students should find the object that mentioned by the teacher 

and touch it. For this activity, teachers asks students to stand up make a circle and the 

teacher in the middle of them. Before that, teacher should make sure that the objects are 

possible to touch by the students, if it is not, teacher can stick the flash card in the wall 

around the class. After that, teacher will say “can you see window in this class, students?” 

and students will reply it “Yes, Maam/Sir.” Then, teacher asks them to touch it. “Please, 

touch it!” and students will run to that object and touch it directly. This activity is quite 

interesting for young learners, because if they have bored with just listening to the teacher, 

they can move so they do not bored. 

4. Play “show and guess” 

The last main activity is show and guess. Show and guess means that there will be two 

students and bring the different flashcard each other. For the first, asks to students back to 

back and give them different flashcards. Make sure the first student do not know what the



picture from the second students and the opposite. After that the teacher asks to both students 

to go forward 3 steps, then count 1,2,3 and ask them to turn over their body “And now, please 

turn over your body!” So, the first students can see the flashcard form the second student, and 

the second student will wee the flashcard from the first student, and finally they should guess 

what is the name of that picture brought by her/his friend.” That is globe” “that is chair”, etc. 

Do this activity until all of your students got a turn. This activity will engage all the students 

being active in the class. 

 

Closing 

Wrap UP 

1. Do simple quiz 

To check the students’ understanding about the material, the teacher do the simple quiz to 

check it. The quiz will be answered by all of the students one by one. The teacher will 

show one or two flashcard for a student and the should mention what is the picture 

correctly. 

2. Set homework : Uncolored picture worksheet 

For the homework, the students will be given a worksheet about uncolored objects in the 

class, and they have to color the picture and give the description what the picture is. And 

the home work will be submitted in the next week. 

3. Review today’s topic 

There will be two activities. For the first, teacher says and asks the student “What have we 

learn today? Anyone remember?” and maybe students will answer that, but also teachers 

should follow by give the statement about what that have learned today. “okay students, 

today we have learn about , and by the quiz before you all answer correctly. It can be 

conclude that you have understand about it.” The second activity is before the teacher 

close the class, teacher asks student whether they happy or not, by saying “Are you 

happy with today’s activity, my students? If you are happy please give me thumbs up”.  

And also teacher  gives the positive feedback to increase the students motivation.



4. Goodbye song 

Closing the class by sing a Goodbye song from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM 

 

Goodbye, see you next time everyone 

Goodbye, see you next time everyone 

Goodbye to you Goodbye to you Goodbye to you 

Goodbye to me 

Goodbye, see you next time every one 

 

 

Goodbye, see you next time everyone 

Goodbye, see you next time everyone 

Goodbye to you Goodbye to you Goodbye to you 

Goodbye to me 

Goodbye, see you next time every one 

 

 

Goodbye to you Goodbye to you Goodbye to you 

Goodbye to me 

Goodbye, see you next time everyone 

Goodbye! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM

